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Abstract—This study aims to optimize vehicular user as-
sociation to base stations in a mobile network. We propose
an efficient heuristic solution that considers the base station
average handover frequency, the channel quality indicator, and
bandwidth capacity. We evaluate this solution using real-world
base station locations from São Paulo, Brazil, and the SUMO
mobility simulator. We compare our approach against a state
of the art solution which uses route prediction, maintaining or
surpassing the provided quality of service with the same number
of handover operations. Additionally, the proposed solution
reduces the execution time by more than 80% compared to an
exact method, while achieving optimal solutions.

Index Terms—Mobile Networks; User Association; Handover
Management; Vehicular Users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile networks are a highly dynamic, dense, and con-

nected ecosystem. Users seamlessly transition between en-

vironments and communication technologies through han-

dover processes. Handovers occur when user equipment (UE)

changes from one access point, base station, or evolved Node

B (eNB) to another. While moving, the system must sustain the

users’ connections without them perceiving communication

discontinuity or a drop in transfer rates. In this sense, Ref-

erence Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) is a crucial indicator

of communication quality between users and base stations,

commonly used in the handover decision process.

However, handovers come with a price in terms of user

Quality of Service (QoS). Every time a handover takes place,

the connection between the UE and the radio access net-

work (RAN) needs to be reestablished. Moreover, the packets

already transmitted at the old eNB need to be re-routed

towards the new one, which also implies a certain delay.

If the overall handover execution duration is too significant,

the communication might be disrupted and the user QoS

drops. Therefore, when the RAN periodically takes the user

association decision, it has to consider both the RSRQ gain

brought by a handover and the impact on QoS this implies.

This problem is particularly stringent for vehicular users,

who present a relatively high level of mobility. Moreover,

if this mobility takes place in an urban environment, where

the eNB deployment is dense, the user association decision

becomes even more complex. Minimizing the number of

handovers in the system [1] and the communication cost

between base stations and data centers [2] represent major

objectives for mobile operators. These optimization problems

are usually tackled through integer linear programming (ILP),

which allows obtaining optimal solutions. On the downside,

ILP generally comes with high computational costs, and it can

rarely be used for online decisions in networking problems.

In this paper, we propose an efficient meta-heuristic solu-

tion for the vehicular user association problem. A heuristic

approach is a better alternative because it computes network

solutions much faster than an ILP model, making it suitable

for online deployment in the context of 5G and software-

defined networks. We utilize the user RSRQ as an objective

metric. However, in order not to trigger a QoS decrease

by producing too many handovers, we also include the UE

handover frequency in the optimization problem. Our heuristic

is based on an iterated local search algorithm, and we evaluate

it against the ILP formulation proposed in [1], which produces

an optimal solution.

The proposed heuristic approach is beneficial in the case of

the user association problem, which is continuously solved at

the RAN level, with computation requirements in the order of

a few milliseconds. A suboptimal user association decision can

be tolerated from time to time, if the QoS degradation with

respect to the optimal strategy is not too significant. Indeed, in

our results, we observe that the iterated local search algorithm

successfully discovers optimal (or close to optimal) solutions

with reduced execution time compared to the ILP model.

Moreover, we compare our solution against the multi-route

prediction allocation model [3], and we notice a better QoS,

by improving the RSRQ indicator, while performing the same

number of handovers. To summarize, our main contributions

are as follows: i) the design of an efficient heuristic to allocate

vehicular users to base stations in mobile networks; and ii)

the presentation of a mobility simulation methodology that

considers the real-world base station locations in an urban area,

provided by a local mobile carrier. We provide the source code

and data for the discussed models in [4].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

Section II presents the related work. Section III describes

the RSRQ user association model and the heuristic solution.

Section IV and Section V present the results and final consid-

erations, respectively.



II. RELATED WORK

The abundance of network services poses a challenge in

creating a general optimization model for tasks like handover

decision making, user association, and bandwidth manage-

ment [5]. For example, Lee et al. [6] propose a 5G handover

scheme that considers users mobility information, including

speed, movement direction, the angle between UE and the

base station antenna, and communication distance. Their study

utilizes a software-defined network (SDN) controller to deter-

mine the suitable base station for user association, resulting in

reduced message exchanges and improved load management

within cells. In contrast, our current model does not require

speed or direction data to decide on user association.

Bakht et al. [7] propose a power allocation and user as-

sociation scheme for heterogeneous networks. They aim to

ensure fairness among users in network services, by solving

this joint problem. They design an algorithm based on dual

decomposition [8] to find optimal solutions, but this approach

is resource-intensive and time-consuming. Moreover, this work

needs a refined mobility simulation model to evaluate the

impact of handover decisions.

Taleb et al. [2] propose a multi-objective model for mini-

mizing the number of handovers and communication costs in

wireless networks. They consider the Evolved Packet System

(EPS) architecture in an SDN context, using virtual network

infrastructure components replacing the Serving Gateway (S-

GW) and Packet Gateay (P-GW). Virtual function allocation

is based on network usage and user behavior, with P-GW

functions placed in data centers closer to eNBs to reduce

communication costs. To minimize the number of handovers,

S-GW functions are allocated to expand the coverage areas.

However, this approach requires a complex multi-objective

model and does not address user association to eNBs.

Ahmadi et al. [3] propose a solution using RSRQ and a

prediction factor based on the potential routes of the users

to their destination. One drawback is the need for destination

knowledge and computing all possible routes for each user,

which is a NP-hard problem [9]. In our prior work [1],

we presented a solution considering variables like UE-eNB

distance, average handover frequency, and bandwidth require-

ments. Our contribution improves [3] by incorporating RSRQ

as a target metric and eliminating route prediction. In this

work, compared to [1], we provide a heuristic method for user

association, significantly reducing the computation cost.

To summarize, Table I compares our contribution and the

mentioned works. This table focuses on five comparison

criteria, considered or not in the corresponding study: QoS,

bandwidth management (BM), mobility simulation (MS), user

association model (UAM), and heuristic solution (HS).

III. PROPOSED MODEL

From a general point of view, we need to assign users to

base stations according to a number of constraints. This user

association problem is a specific instance of the Generalized

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN MAIN FEATURES OF OUR WORK AND SIMILAR

LITERATURE PROPOSALS.

Authors QoS BM MS UAM HS

Proposed solution ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ahmadi et al. (2020) [3] ✓ – ✓ ✓ –
Bakht et al. (2019) [7] ✓ ✓ – ✓ –
Lee et al. (2017) [6] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ –

Taleb et al. (2015) [2] ✓ ✓ ✓ – –

Assignment Problem (GAP) [10]. Each user must connect

to one base station, and each base station has a maximum

bandwidth capacity. The user association problem considers

the available bandwidth, the user RSRQ, and the average

handover frequency of eNBs. The average handover frequency

parameter associates users to eNBs less likely to perform

another transfer in a short interval. The bandwidth constraints

help the model execution by balancing the network load and

achieving base station capacity management.

A. Exact Approach

Consider the bipartite graph G = (V,E) with initial

eNB and UE configuration. Vertices V = N ∪ U con-

sist of eNBs N = {eNB1, eNB2, . . . , eNBn} and UEs

U = {UE1, UE2, . . . , UEk}. Network connections between

users and base stations are represented by edges E =
{e1, e2, . . . , e(nk)}, and each edge is associated with a com-

munication cost C = {c1, c2, . . . , c(nk)}. The proposed model

aims to optimize the network configuration S from the initial

configuration G by minimizing the global cost and ensuring

the connection of each UE to the best eNB. To achieve this,

we use an exact approach that establishes connections between

users and base stations based on the best RSRQ value and the

lowest handover frequency. The RSRQ metric provides noise

and interference levels information, indicating received signal

quality. This approach can be formally defined as follows:

min z(bki, hi,Θki) =
∑

k∈U

∑

i∈N

bki (hi +Θki) (1)

subject to
∑

i∈N

bki = 1 ∀ k ∈ U (2)

∑

k∈U

lki bki ≤ Li ∀ i ∈ N (3)

bki ∈ B ∀ i ∈ N (4)

where bki indicates if UEk is associated to eNBi or not, and

hi is the average handover frequency of the same eNB, defined

as:

hi =
∑

j∈N\{i}

hij

(|N | − 1)
∀ i ∈ N. (5)

The average handover frequency between eNBi and eNBj is

denoted as hij , and |N | is the total of eNBs. Constraint (2)

ensures that each user connects with only one eNB. Con-

straint (3) limits the maximum bandwidth capacity Li of eNBi



to the sum of the bandwidth minimum requirements lki for

each user k ∈ U . Constraint (4) defines the binary domain of

bki. Finally, the RSRQ between UEk and eNBi, is defined as:

Θki = −

[

dki

Ri

(|Θmin| − |Θmax|) + |Θmax|

]

, (6)

where dki represents the user-to-base station distance, Ri is

the maximum transmission radius of eNBi, and Θ denotes the

RSRQ value in dB. Signal degradation occurs as distance in-

creases. RSRQ quality classification has four levels: Excellent

(≥ −5 dB), Good (−5,−9] dB, Fair (−9,−12] dB, and Poor

(< −12 dB). Poor reception typically indicates users located

further from the eNB or at cell edges, while excellent or good

reception suggests proximity to the base station. From Eq. 6

and RSRQ indicators, Θki = −12 dB when dki = Ri (poor

signal quality). Conversely, when dki = 0, Θki = −5 dB.

B. Heuristic Approach

Our heuristic method utilizes the iterated local search

(ILS) metaheuristic [11] with variable neighborhood descent

(VND) [12] in the local search phase. Additionally, we define

two neighborhood structures for swap and insertion operations,

ensuring compliance with constraints. The swap_ue(S)

neighborhood swaps a user UEu associated to eNBi with a user

UEv associated to eNBj , halting at the first swap that improves

the current solution. Its worst-case time complexity for k

UEs is O(k2). The insert_ue(S) neighborhood removes

a user UEu associated to eNBi and inserts it into the list of

eNBj , stopping at the first insertion that enhances the current

solution. Its worst-case time complexity for k UEs and n

eNBs is O(nk). The evaluations of cost improvement for these

neighborhood structures, with O(1) complexity, are efficient

as we directly access values in our model data structures.

Algorithm 1 presents our ILS metaheuristic. We start with

an initial solution S0 (Algorithm 2), likely a local minimum

network configuration. The local search improves solutions

using insert and swap operations. Line 2 updates S0 to a new

variable S (Algorithm 3). The ILS loop searches for improve-

ments until a time stop condition t ≤ T . The perturbation

function at Line 6 introduces random swaps or insertions to

escape local minimums. Line 7 uses the perturbed solution Sp

as input for the local search. If Cost(Sp∗ ) ≤ Cost(S) (Line

9), Sp∗ becomes the new best solution S. If iter ≥ α with no

improvement, a new initial solution S is generated (Line 12).

Algorithm 2 randomly assigns UEs to eNBs based on

minimum cost. It randomizes the indexes of UEs and eNBs to

change the allocation order (line 1). Randomization utilizes the

Mersenne Twister generator [13] with uniform distributions.

All network users are selected (Line 2) and then connected to

their optimal eNB (Lines 4-8).

Algorithm 3 presents the pseudocode for the VND pro-

cedure, utilizing the first improvement strategy (Line 5),

searching for a neighborhood of solution S that improves the

cost. If the current neighborhood fails to improve the solution,

it chooses a neighborhood from the set N systematically (line

10) to continue the search. Upon improvement, the search

Algorithm 1 Iterated Local Search - ILS

Require: The user connected network G

Ensure: A new network configuration solution S

1: S0 ← GenInitialSolution(G) ▷ Algorithm 2
2: S ← VNDLocalSearch(S0) ▷ Algorithm 3
3: iter ← 0
4: t← 0
5: while (t ≤ T ) do

6: Sp ← Perturbation(S)
7: Sp∗ ← VNDLocalSearch(Sp)
8: iter ← iter + 1
9: if Cost(Sp∗ ) ≤ Cost(S) then

10: S ← Sp∗

11: iter ← 0
12: else if iter ≥ α then

13: S ← GenInitialSolution(G)
14: iter ← 0
15: end if

16: end while

Algorithm 2 Initial Solution Generation

Require: The user connected network G

Ensure: An improved network configuration S0

1: S0 ← UEandEnbIndexRandomization(G)
2: UE ← NetworkUsers(S0)

3: u← 0
4: repeat

5: eNB ← BestBaseStation(UEu)
6: S0.connect(UEu, eNB)
7: u← u+ 1
8: until u = |U |

Algorithm 3 Variable Neighborhood Descent Local Search

Require: The user connected network S0

Ensure: The new optimized network S

1: N = [SwapUE, InsertUE]
2: k ← 1 ▷ Neighborhood structure selector
3: S ← S0

4: while k ≤ |N| do

5: S′ ← Nk(S) ▷ Find the first improvement neighbor S′ of S in Nk

6: if Cost(S′) < Cost(S) then

7: k ← 1
8: S ← S′

9: else

10: k ← k + 1
11: end if

12: end while

13: return S

progresses from the first neighborhood to the newly found

solution (Lines 7–8).

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present our results for the ILP for-

mulation (1)–(4), considering RSRQ and average handover

frequency per eNB. We compare the results of our ILS-

VND heuristic with the ILP formulation implemented using

IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio V12.10 [14]. CPLEX

employs the branch and bound algorithm for optimal ILP

solutions. We made the source code and data available in [4].

This implementation does not consider a network simulator,

but a similar scenario using the ns3 network simulator is

provided in [3]. For evaluation instances, we followed the

GAP standard generation scheme [15] defined in Equations

(7)-(8). The number of UEs and eNBs is represented by |U |



and |N |, respectively. We kept the constant values such 0.6

and 0.7 from the generation scheme. Decreasing these values

means that there is less bandwidth available in each eNB,

which increases the difficulty for the models to find a solution,

if there is one.

Type A : Li =0.6

(

|U |

|N |

)

15 + 0.4Lmax ∀ i ∈ N (7)

Type B : Li =0.7(Type A) ∀ i ∈ N (8)

Lmax =
∑

k∈U

max(lki | i = 1, ..., n) (9)

Type A instances are easy, while Type B has tighter Li

values for the eNBs bandwidth constraints. Type B’ instances

are similar to Type B but with more UEs (see Table II). We

define user bandwidth requirements lik as integers from a ran-

dom uniform distribution U(5,25). We compute the maximum

user bandwidth requirement for each eNBi and add them to

obtain Lmax, used to compute the bandwidth capacity Li of

eNBi.

TABLE II
THE NUMBER OF UES AND ENBS ACCORDING TO THE INSTANCE TYPE.

Instance Type UEs Quantity eNBs Quantity

1

A/B

100 5
2 100 10
3 100 20
4 200 5
5 200 10
6 200 20

1

B’

1200 5
2 1200 10
3 1200 20
4 1500 5
5 1500 10
6 1500 20

A. Heuristic Performance

Regarding the heuristic, we execute the algorithms 30 times

per instance on a computer with an Intel Core i7 @2.7 GHz x

4 processor, 16 GB RAM, and Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. We use

T = 2 seconds and α = 2 in Algorithm 1. The average

execution time for the ILP formulation and the ILS-VND

heuristic are 61.43 ms and 11.09 ms, respectively, showing

an 82% reduction. Table III displays the results, containing

solution value and the average execution time. The ILS-VND

found the optimal solution provided by the ILP model for all

instances, in each of the 30 executions. However, heuristic

algorithms may not always provide the optimal solution, and

its use should be analyzed according to each problem [16].

The major advantage of our heuristic algorithm is its ability

to find answers much faster, which makes it suitable for online

deployment in a mobile network.

TABLE III
THE RESULTS FOR THE ILS, AND THE EXACT MODEL.

Inst. Type
ILP-Formulation ILS-VND

Best Time (ms) Best Time (ms)

1

A

101.77 5.80 101.77 0.18
2 94.82 9.65 94.82 0.21
3 89.17 16.34 89.17 0.24
4 209.67 8.36 209.67 0.72
5 179.97 17.46 179.97 0.67
6 169.15 31.09 169.15 1.02

1

B

102.64 5.35 102.64 0.19
2 91.96 8.68 91.96 0.22
3 88.38 19.37 88.38 0.26
4 235.75 7.91 235.75 0.88
5 197.79 19.53 197.79 0.77
6 158.65 34.29 158.65 1.00

1

B’

1221.85 47.87 1221.85 23.57
2 1057.96 109.02 1057.96 25.15
3 1020.05 237.66 1020.05 26.88
4 1636.13 76.29 1636.13 37.10
5 1397.80 143.22 1397.80 38.28
6 1248.36 307.77 1248.36 42.25

B. Mobility Simulation Scenario

To obtain the results in this section, we execute the ILS-

VND metaheuristic in a vehicular mobility simulation sce-

nario. We design the model following the flowchart depicted

in Fig. 1. At the initial step, the UE can be connected

to any base station, and the final network solution is not

limiting eNB communication range. This will be addressed

in future work. Input data includes eNBs handover frequency,

locations, UE and eNB bandwidth requirements. UE location

updates and association follows Eqs. (1)–(4). Finally, the

model performs the handover if a better eNB, in terms of

our objective function, is available to a given UE. Otherwise,

the algorithm collects and updates information about eNBs

and UEs and runs periodically. Furthermore, we must connect

every user to one base station while keeping network service

and bandwidth limits. We solve this association problem using

the ILP formulation and the proposed heuristic algorithm.

Update UE
 location

Handover
Required?

Execute
Model

Allocate UE
in new eNB

Stop
Simulation?

Update UE and
eNB network data

Read UE and eNB
input data

NO

NO

YES

YES

END

Fig. 1. Simulation flowchart.

This experiment simulates the vehicular UE association

considering eNBs in São Paulo, Brazil (Fig. 2). Real-world

eNB locations are provided by Telebrasil [17]. The region of

interest is (1947.65×1878.95) m2 with 26 eNBs from a local

carrier. Each eNB, labeled from 0 to 25, has a transmission

range of Ri = 500 m. Using the SUMO simulator [18], we

generate a route (highlighted in blue in Fig. 2) that includes

432 UE location readings.



END

START

Fig. 2. Simulated vehicular UE route in São Paulo city, Brazil, considering
real-world eNB locations.

We also compare our ILS-VND user association model

with the solution proposed by Ahmadi et al. [3], through

an illustrative example detailed in the follwoing. In [3], the

authors construct an eNB score rank based on route prediction,

assigning a score to each eNB according to:

score = RSRQ+ Factorpredict (10)

where the prediction factor is defined by:

Factorpredict = factordirection + factordistratio (11)

In their solution, if a user approaches a specific

eNB and improves the RSRQ value simultaneously, then

factordirection = 1, and 0 otherwise. The factordistratio
depends on the user current location and all potential future

routes. The eNB that covers the most probable future routes

receives the highest score. As for the RSRQ parameter, a more

robust signal leads to a higher score.

Ahmadi
et al.

6.0%6.5%

10.2%

21.7%

18.7%

3.2%
4.4%

29.3%

6.5%6.2%

10.6%

32.9% 7.4%

3.0%

4.6%

28.7%

Ramos et al.

START

Fig. 3. The allocation results for the ILS-VND (outer) and Ahmadi et al.
(inner) models.

Fig. 3 illustrates the user association results for each of

these approaches. The mobility simulation process reads one

location per iteration until the final destination. The different

models receive the locations to compute the best candidate

eNB. For each solution, the UE starts at eNB20 and executes

seven handovers, following the user association sequence

20→8→25→5→2→3→13→19. Although both models per-

form the same associations, user connection duration vary due

to RSRQ value influence, affecting both Ahmadi et al. [3] and

our solution.

Fig. 4 shows the user RSRQ status. Optimal RSRQ eNB

selection is crucial to maintain connection quality, with values

closer to zero being better. Results mostly overlap, but our

model outperforms occasionally. For example, in our model,

UE remained connected to eNB5 for 32.9% of the route,

compared to 21.9% using [3]. This result is visible around the

200 time-step mark in Fig. 4. In another example, our heuristic

maintained the UE connection to eNB5 for 7.4% of the route,

while [3] achieved 18.7%. Ideally, user association models

should prioritize longer user connectivity, while maintaining

service quality and reducing handovers. If we consider the

number of times each model successfully maintained user

connectivity for longer at each eNB compared to the other,

both models achieved this four times.

−20

−15

−10

−5

0 100 200 300 400
Time step

R
S

R
Q

 (
d

B
)

Allocation Model Ahmadi et al Our Proposal

Fig. 4. User link RSRQ value through the route.

The critical difference between the two approaches is that

we only consider the average handover frequency hi and the

RSRQ value Θki to compute the best candidate eNB. At the

same time, [3] is doing route prediction, which requires data

from all the possible routes connecting a user’s current location

and final destination. We implemented the simulation proposed

in [3] to consider the single-path-best-case scenario of Fig. 2,

since multiple routes can influence the ideal point choice and

negatively affect their solution. Our solution was still able to

achieve similar results, even without including any prediction

function. If human mobility is indeed highly predictable, as

claimed by some studies [19], our heuristic can incorporate

route prediction features and reduce the number of handovers.

For example, in our toy scenario, if we have data of previous

association results and know that the UE is likely to follow

the route in Fig. 2 weekly, at the same hour, we can pre-

configure offline the eNB sequence 20→8→5→2→13→19,



while keeping the UE QoS level. This strategy would remove

two handover operations.

To investigate if the previous result is not solely an artifact

of base station placement, we generated 100 instances with

different random eNB locations. We maintained 26 eNBs,

along with the area and UE route. With the RSRQ time series

for each individual run, we calculate the average value, shown

in Fig. 5. The overall RSRQ averages for Ahmadi et al. [3]

and our proposal are -11.03 dB and -10.87 dB, respectively,

resulting in a 1.45% gain for our association model. A two-

sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with a 5% significance level

provides a p-value of 0.3667 (> 0.05), reinforcing that the

models are statistically equivalent.
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Fig. 5. The average RSRQ value for each instance’s route.

However, as explained, the multi-route model presented

by [3] relies on third-party applications to compute all possible

routes for every network user to reach the final destination.

Finding all possible paths between two points in this way,

for each user, is expensive. Besides, this approach may face

significant response time overhead due to third-party appli-

cations network delays, being more suited for less dynamic

scenarios, such as public transportation routes. Therefore, we

see our proposal as more flexible and suitable for general

transportation systems.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the ILS-VND heuristic for vehicular

user association and handover decision in mobile networks. We

achieved optimal solutions with an 82% reduction in execution

time compared to a linear programming formulation. When

comparing our solution to a concurrent user association model

that considers route prediction, we achieved an average gain

of 1.45% in terms of signal quality, while maintaining the

handover count and requiring a much lower level of input

information. Future work includes studying route prediction,

and exploring new optimization parameters. Additionally, we

can explore a hybrid approach by combining ILS-VND with

an exact method by generating initial solutions using heuristics

and utilizing them as input for the ILP formulation.
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